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2018 AD100 List: Discover Who Made This Year’s List (FULL LIST) — Whether rule-breakers or 

defenders of tradition, the men and women of the 2018 AD100 all have one thing in common: uncommon 

vision. 

Every year, the worldwide famous magazine Architectural Digest selects the great names of architecture and interior 
design, helping us to explore the work of these visionaries, including new books, product launches, restaurant and hotel 
openings, and more. Furthermore, brace yourselves, because Best Interior Designers is about to share with you all 
information that you need to know about all the great names on this year’s list! 

 

The AD100 is an annual list of the world’s best talents in architecture, interior design and landscape 

architecture. 

 

1. Adjaye Associates 

Adjaye Associates was established in June 2000 by founder and principal architect, Sir David Adjaye OBE. Receiving ever-

increasing worldwide attention, the firm has offices in London, New York and completed work in Europe, North America, the 

Middle East, Asia, and Africa. Two of the practice’s largest commissions to date are the design of the Smithsonian Institution’s 

National Museum of African American History and Culture on the National Mall in Washington D.C. and the Moscow School of 

Management (SKOLKOVO). 

2. Aero Studios 

Thomas O’Brien is an interior and home furnishings designer based in New York City. He is the founder and President of Aero 

Studios, one of America’s leading design firms, and the proprietor of Aero Ltd., the iconic home boutique that is the retail face of the 

studio, open to the public at the same address. 

3. AL_A 

AL_A is the award-winning architecture studio founded by the RIBA Stirling Prize-winning architect Amanda Levete with 

Directors Ho-Yin Ng, Alice Dietsch, and Maximiliano Arrocet. Since its formation in 2009, AL_A has refined an intuitive and 

strategic approach to design. 

4. Alex Papachristidis Interiors 

The work of interior decorator Alex Papachristidis has been described as thoughtful, personal, sophisticated and eclectic. Having 

mastered the skill of fusing modern and traditional elements, editors, designers and clients’ alike use the word “fresh” to define his 

elegant approach, color palette, and the delightful details that make even a small room sizzle with style. Mario Buatta calls Alex 

Papachristidis “one of today’s eminent tastemakers. Known for arresting, elegant interiors that meld classical motifs with a modern 

perspective and sophisticated details.” 

5. Amy Lau Design 

Amy Lau Design creates interiors known for their warmth, expressiveness and impeccable attention to detail. Amy has a reverence 

for the inherent beauty of natural materials and landscapes and thoughtfully incorporates elements of each into every project. 

Embracing both art and design, each personalized space is enlivened with dynamic mixes of vintage and contemporary pieces, and 

site-specific commissions. 

https://www.architecturaldigest.com/story/introducing-the-2018-ad100
http://www.bestinteriordesigners.eu/worlds-best-design-events-in-2018-you-should-schedule/
http://www.adjaye.com/
https://www.aerostudios.com/
https://www.aerostudios.com/
http://www.ala.uk.com/
http://alexpapachristidis.com/
http://amylaudesign.com/
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Amy’s portfolio of luxurious residential interiors includes an array of artistic and sophisticated homes 

throughout the world. 

6. Ashe + Leandro 

ASHE + LEANDRO is an architecture and interior design practice located in New York City. Referencing art, design, and culture, 

the design studio manages to blend natural materials, textures and patterns to create refined, curated spaces. Our designs are 

decidedly contemporary and inspired, yet honor the past with a polished, timeless energy. 

7. Atelier AM 

Alexandra and Michael Misczynski, the husband-and-wife team behind the interior design and architecture firm Atelier AM, are 

known for their elegantly refined interiors that masterfully mix classical proportions, varied finishes, and exquisite furnishings, 

resulting in bold yet tranquil environments. 

8. The Archers 

Beloved by Hollywood’s young elite, The Archers is under-the-radar Los Angeles collaborative design studio that might be the 

most exciting design firm you’ve never heard of. 

9. Thad Hayes Inc. 

Thad Hayes, Inc. is a New York interior design firm specializing in sensitively conceived projects that are functional, livable spaces 

with timeless relevance. Hayes’ design concepts are infused with knowledge of decorative arts, fine arts, and expertise in 

architecture. We balance modern, machined elements with warm, textured, historical ones often weaving a story or dialogue of 

periods. 

http://www.asheleandro.com/
http://www.atelieram.com/
https://team-archers.com/
http://www.thadhayes.com/
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10. Tino Zervudachi & Associés 

Tino Zervudachi & Associés firm’s polished style is showcased in these homes in Virginia and Paris. 

Designed 

by Tino Zervudachi & Associés, the living room doors are painted in a faux-tortoise pattern, complementing 

the room’s warm brown hues. 

11. Tom Scheerer Inc. 

Architectural and interior designer, whose work is characterized by clear architectural solutions with beautiful, comfortable 

furnishings. Tom Scheerer Inc. always shares his design philosophy, major influences, and what’s coming up in his career. 

12. Toshiko Mori Architect 

This architect is known for enriching modernist forms with a sense of poetry. Toshiko Mori Architect‘s work is also known for 

over thirty years of innovative and influential work in a diverse body of projects that have received numerous design awards. 

13. Ben Pentreath Ltd. 

Ben Pentreath Ltd.’s architectural and interior design studio has established a powerful reputation across a variety of disciplines. 

From master-planning and urban development to private houses and playful interiors, our small and close-knit team works to create 

the best – whatever the scale, size, scope, and budget of a project. 

14. Bestor Architecture 

Bestor Architecture gives form, shape, and character to communities and neighborhoods. Since 1995, Bestor Architecture has 

actively redefined Los Angeles architecture with a practice that rigorously engages the city through design, art, and urbanism. 

http://mhzlondon.com/
http://www.tomscheerer.com/
http://www.tmarch.com/
http://www.benpentreath.com/
http://bestorarchitecture.com/
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15. BIG (Bjarke Ingels Group) 

BIG is a Copenhagen, New York and London based group of architects, designers, urbanists, landscape professionals, interior and 

product designers, researchers, and inventors. Bjarke Ingels Group’s architecture emerges out of a careful analysis of how 

contemporary life constantly evolves and changes. 

Bjarke Ingels 

started BIG Bjarke Ingels Group in 2005 after co-founding PLOT Architects in 2001 and working at OMA 

in Rotterdam. 

16. Bilhuber and Associates 

One of a handful of preeminent American decorators, Jeffrey Bilhuber and Associates takes his design cues from understanding 

the importance of history while optimistically looking towards the future. With almost thirty years of decorating experience, he 

brings an acclaimed confidence and clarity to his far-reaching projects 

17. Billy Cotton 

Billy Cotton is a multi-disciplinaryAmericann design firm known for its intelligence and unique sensibility. Specializing in a multi-

scaled approach to design, billy cotton’s work spans architecture, interiors, furniture, lighting and product design. 

18. Brian J. McCarthy Inc. 

A former partner of the legendary design firm Parish-Hadley, award-winning designer Brian J. McCarthy has designed an array 

of stunning private residences around the United States. 

19. Carrier and Company Interiors 

https://www.big.dk/
http://www.bilhuber.com/
https://www.billycotton.com/
https://bjminc.com/
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In-demand firm Carrier and Company Interiors showcases its chic projects in a new book. Jesse Carrier and Mara Miller, the 

husband-and-wife-duo behind New York-based Interior Design firm, are creating utterly chic yet comfortable rooms adored by 

fashion designers and media moguls alike. Carrier and Company interiors nod toward understatement 

20. Caruncho Garden & Architecture 

The landscape designer complements the crisply sculptural buildings at this atelier with captivating, elegantly austere gardens. After 

his Madrid garden is decimated by a deadly fungus, landscape guru Fernando Carunchocultivates its glorious new incarnation 

Landscape designer Fernando Caruncho pauses on a stairway at the studio complex he created for his firm 

in northern Madrid | PHOTOGRAPHY BY SIMON WATSON 

 

 

Landscape designer Fernando Caruncho pauses on a stairway at the studio complex he created for his firm 

in northern Madrid | PHOTOGRAPHY BY SIMON WATSON 

21. Charles Zana Architecture d’Intérieur 

Fifteen architects, interior architects, and designers work with Charles Zana on projects ranging from private houses and 

apartments to company head offices, shops, and renovations. As a passionate collector of works by Ettore Sottsass, Zana organized 

a nearly 70-piece exhibit of ceramics by the great Italian architect at last year’s Venice Biennale. 

22. Commune 

Commune is a Los Angeles-based design studio with a reputation for holistic work across the fields of architecture, interior design, 

graphic design, product design, and brand management. The firm has designed residential, commercial and hospitality projects 

worldwide, a wide array of home and lifestyle products, as well as graphics and branding concepts for the fashion, arts and 

entertainment industries. 

23. Cullman & Kravis Inc. 

Cullman & Kravis Associates is known for providing the highest quality of design excellence and personal service since 1984. 

We collaborate closely with our clients to realize their aesthetic ideas and practical needs while adhering to their established budgets. 

While elegance and practicality is C&K’s first objective, our utmost pride comes from the fact that every home we design reflects 

the personality of the owner, making no two projects the same. 

24. Dan Fink Studio 

For many of the most passionate creatives, work life can’t help but bleed into the personal. New York-based designer Dan Fink is 

a perfect example: Fink is the founding principal of his eponymous firm, Dan Fink Studio, where he creates warm, nuanced interiors 

that blend the best of traditional and modern style. 

25. Daniel Romualdez Architects 

Daniel Romualdez Architects is a high-end residential Architecture and Interior Design located in the heart of Chelsea. With more 

than a nod to the mid-century masters, Daniel Romualdez has made his mark among New York’s architectural, social and fashion 

glitterati. 

A print from Christopher Bucklow’s “Guests” series is displayed above the hearth in architect and designer 

Daniel Romualdez’s Los Angeles home. 

26. Deborah Berke Partners 

http://www.carrierandcompany.com/
http://web.fernandocaruncho.com/en
http://www.zana.fr/
http://www.communedesign.com/
http://cullmankravis.com/
http://danfinkstudio.com/
https://archinect.com/firms/cover/40567779/daniel-romualdez-architects
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Deborah Berke Partners is a New York-based architecture firm. We transform places, old and new, to create memorable and 

lasting architecture. Our work captures the values and aspirations of our clients; strives to enrich the world around it through 

enduring design, and is mindful of the distinctive qualities of each place. 

27. Décoration Jacques Garcia 

Jacques Garcia is a French architect, interior designer, and garden designer, best known for his contemporary interiors of Paris 

hotels and restaurants.  The French tastemaker defines the true meaning of luxury and explains why the design has become 

international. 

28. Diller Scofidio + Renfro 

Diller Scofidio + Renfro is an interdisciplinary design studio that integrates architecture, the visual arts, and the performing arts. 

Based in New York City, Diller Scofidio + Renfro is led by four partners – Elizabeth Diller, Ricardo Scofidio, Charles Renfro, and 

Benjamin Gilmartin – who work with a staff of architects, artists, designers, and researchers. 

29. Dimore Studio 

The duo behind the fast-growing Milan-based DIMORE STUDIO roots their work in tradition, even as the atmospheric spaces 

they create spin entirely unique worlds. Recently, they’ve branched out from under-the-radar residential work to high-profile 

hospitality projects in Italy and beyond. 

30. Drake/Anderson 

Drake/Anderson, led by award-winning designers Jamie Drake and Caleb Anderson, creates sophisticated interiors that are 

luxurious, refined and always have a touch of the unexpected. Dynamic eclecticism is the hallmark of the New York-based firm, 

whose work forges a perfect balance between timelessness and today. 

Drake and Anderson bring their respective takes on glamour, curation, and elegance to bear in a range of 

luxurious residential and commercial projects. 

31. Faye Toogood 

Faye Toogood is a British designer. Her furniture and objects demonstrate a preoccupation with materiality and experimentation. 

All of her pieces are handmade by small-scale fabricators and traditional artisans, with an honesty to the rawness and irregularity of 

the chosen material. 

32. Fernando Santangelo Inc. 

A modern romantic interior designer, Fernando Santangelo takes a rigorously thoughtful approach to color, placement, and 

proportion, while he freely explores the nearly magical way in which inanimate objects can animate and enrich our lives. 

33. Fox-Nahem Associates 

Fox-Nahem Associates is a personal, client-oriented, hands-on firm. Always using discretion to protect privacy, many clients come 

back for additional projects.  Overseeing every facet to turn-key completion, from architecture to bed linens, the firm’s projects 

finish on time and within the budget. The firm is also adept at creating spaces that are in balance and sensitive to the architectural 

perspective. 

34. Francis Sultana 

http://www.dberke.com/
http://studiojacquesgarcia.com/
https://dsrny.com/
http://www.dimorestudio.eu/
http://drakeanderson.com/
http://fayetoogood.com/
http://fernandosantangelo.com/
http://www.foxnahem.com/
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Francis Sultana is a furniture and interior designer based in London with an international client base covering Europe & Russia, 

USA, and Asia. Sultana is the favored designer of many of the world’s biggest art patrons, drawn to his use of noble materials, fine 

craftsmanship and luxurious finishes. 

35. Frank de Biasi Interiors 

Frank de Biasi Interiors is a full-service interior design and architecture firm specializing in residential and hospitality throughout 

the United States. Biasi is a prominent interior designer based in New York City, who lends his impeccable eye for bold color and 

international flair to his designs across the globe. 

De Biasi’s distinguished career began at Christie’s New York, where he spent six years in the Estates and 

Appraisals department, acquiring a deep knowledge of art history firsthand. 

36. G.P. Schafer Architect 

G.P. Schafer Architect is an award-winning, New York City-based residential architecture and design firm that takes the best of 

traditional architecture and translates it for the kind of connected, welcoming spaces that suit modern life. 

37. Gachot Studios 

Gachot Studios is a collaborative design firm with expertise in real estate development, art direction, and interior design. 

John Gachot, Christine Gachot, and Henry Ellis founded Gachot with service as its core principal, offering clients diverse skills to 

deliver their personal visions. 

38. Georgis & Mirgorodsky Architects 

Georgis & Mirgorodsky is an architecture and interior design firm with offices in New York City and La Jolla, California. 

Originally established as William T. Georgis Architect in 1992, Ilya Mirgorodsky was made a partner in 2017, when a new firm 

was established. 

39. Groves & Co. 

The Groves & Co.‘s style of layered modernism combines a singular, refined aesthetic with luxurious materials and finishes—

bringing together the best of design, comfort, and style infused with warmth and ease. 

40. Hollander Design Landscape Architects 

Hollander Design Landscape Architects utilize a combination of landscape architectural, horticultural and ecological talents to 

develop creative solutions to design problems.  Through the unification and integration of the site, client, programmatic elements 

and architecture, they produce landscapes of enduring beauty which function productively in an environmentally appropriate 

manner. 

Edmund Hollander with a copy of “The Good Garden.” 

41. Ike Kligerman Barkley 

Ike Kligerman Barkley is an architecture and interior design firm based in New York City and San Francisco providing a high-

end residential design. Their architecture and interior departments work throughout history and across styles, always seeking to 

enhance life through good design. 

42. India Mahdavi 

http://www.francissultana.com/
http://gpschafer.com/
http://gachotstudios.com/
http://gma.nyc/
http://grovesandco.com/
http://www.hollanderdesign.com/
http://www.ikekligermanbarkley.com/
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India Mahdavi will always be the reigning queen of color. “It’s the best way to bring sunshine into space,” says the Paris-based 

interior designer. Mahdavi’s name is a reflection of the designer herself: exotic, feminine, dramatic. It’s a name that evokes a chic, 

global sensibility and one that completely captures the essence of her designs. 

43. Ingrao Inc. 

Anthony Ingrao is the principal of Ingrao Inc., an internationally acclaimed design and architecture firm established in 1982 and 

based in new york city. He partners with Randy Kemper in design and is assisted by 36 designers and architects. With projects all 

over the world, Ingrao has not only redefined the world of modern luxury but has become a name synonymous with refinement, 

quality, and unique style. 

44. Isabel López-Quesada 

Isabel Lópes-Quezada’s studio was established in 1983, and for thirty years, thanks to the strength of a well-ordered team, it has 

become one of the most prestigious architecture and decoration firms in the world, with a rich portfolio of national works, and 

projects outside Spanish borders. 

45. Jan Showers & Associates Inc. 

Jan Showers, Dallas based and widely acknowledged as Dallas best interior designer came to her signature interior design style 

from diverse and unexpected inspirations, including movies and novels, contemporary and vintage fashion, art, architecture, fine 

antiques, and vintage pieces. 

The product of Jan Showers unique sensibility is usually summarized simply as “glamour.” 

46. John Pawson Ltd. 

John Pawson is a British architectural designer whose work is known for its minimalist aesthetic. His body of work spans a broad 

range of scales and typologies, from private houses, sacred commissions, galleries, museums, hotels, ballet sets, yacht interiors and 

a bridge across a lake. 

47. John Stefanidis Brands Ltd. 

John Stefanidis Brands Ltd. specializes in the architectural and interior design of both residential properties and hotels across 

the globe, maintaining long-term relationships with their clients. His interior design projects are characterized by elegance, luxury, 

and magnificence. 

48. Johnston Marklee 

Johnston Marklee is a Los Angeles-based architecture practice led by principals Sharon Johnston and Mark Lee. Founded in 1998, 

the firm’s diverse portfolio is unified by a singular conceptual approach where the relationship between design and building 

technology is fully explored. 

49. Joseph Dirand Architecture 

The Parisian designer and architect Joseph Dirand savored the boundaries built into his profession; Having worked on projects 

ranging from hotels and restaurants to private homes and flagship stores, architect Joseph Dirand has developed a special way of 

approaching design — through storytelling. 

50. Jean-Louis Deniot 

http://www.india-mahdavi.com/
http://ingraoinc.com/
http://www.isabellopezquesada.com/
http://www.janshowers.com/
http://www.johnpawson.com/
http://www.johnstefanidis.com/
http://www.johnstonmarklee.com/
http://www.josephdirand.com/
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Based in Paris, Jean-Louis Deniot is one of the world’s preeminent talent in architecture and interior design. Deniot has an enviable 

ability to combine periods and styles, mixing inspirations Gallic and otherwise, to create spaces grounded in tradition even as they 

embrace the modern. 

The work of maximalist French interior designer Jean-Louis Deniot always gives us distinct interior design 

ideas. 

51. Kelly Wearstler 

Kelly Wearstler is a global lifestyle brand renowned for iconic, boundary-pushing design. Kelly’s world-class interiors projects, 

as well as her collections of home décor, furniture, and lighting, are inspired by her most beloved artists, vintage finds and her 

passion for pairing rich textures with luxurious materials and vibrant colors. 

Wearstler’s designs attract and inspire an enviable roster of A-list clientele from the film and music 

industries, as well as top celebrities, and tastemakers worldwide. 

52. Laplace 

Founded in 2004 in Paris by Luis Laplace and Christophe Comoy, Laplace Studio has developed an international clientele sensitive 

to high-end design and execution. Through good use of space and light, design concept based on local cultures and traditions, 

selection of materials and color as well as the passion for art and craftsmanship, Laplace combines modern simplicity with great 

elegance. 

53. Leroy Street Studio 

Leroy Street Studio is an award-winning architectural practice inspired by innovation in design, the craft of construction, and a 

collaborative approach that places our clients’ needs at the center of the design process. 

54. Lorenzo Castillo 

Spain-based interior designer, Lorenzo Castillo is renowned for balances very well the classic with the modern vibe. Castillo 

creates his own ambiances and you can really see his signatures in all his work. With his daring combinations of colors and patterns, 

over the top sense of drama, this designer definitely likes to take risks and break some boundaries. 

55. Madison Cox Associates 

Within that framework, they have each overseen a wide spectrum of projects, from urban roof terraces and private gardens to large 

country estates, boutique hotels, and public parks. The character of Madison Cox Associates‘ designs vary from formal to natural, 

from romantic to modernistic 

Madison Cox has kept a low profile while creating a series of stunningly original gardens around the globe. 

56. Mark Hampton LLC 

Since Alexa Hampton took the reins of Mark Hampton, her father’s iconic firm, as owner and president in 1998, she has advanced 

its legacy of elegant, practical, classically based interiors for a modern living. From New York City to Hangzhou, China, Mark 

Hampton LLC project portfolio encompasses luxe, beautifully layered urban apartments, expansive town, and country residences, 

private airplanes, and yachts. 

57. Markham Roberts Inc. 

https://www.deniot.com/en/
http://www.kellywearstler.com/
http://luislaplace.com/
http://www.leroystreetstudio.com/
http://www.lorenzocastillo.org/en/
http://madisoncox.com/
https://alexahampton.com/
https://alexahampton.com/
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Markham Roberts is known for his ability to work in any design vernacular, bringing a fresh and modern approach to classical 

design. His work, which has been described as “the very definition of chic,” is known for its inventive combination of layered 

pattern and color as well as its bold juxtaposition of fine furniture and works of art. 

58. Martyn Lawrence Bullard Design 

Martyn Lawrence Bullard is a multi-award-winning Los Angeles-based interior designer renowned for his broad range of styles 

and eclectic, yet sophisticated and inviting interiors. Martyn’s impressive mastery of a broad range of styles, paired with his 

unrivaled attention to detail and commitment to quality has earned him significant international acclaim. 

59. McAlpine 

After thirty years of crafting houses, the McAlpine partners are embracing the future and welcoming the firm’s natural evolution 

into a fully integrated architectural and design firm: a hands-on design enterprise devoted to its clients, one that nurtures and trains 

talent while creating the most beautiful houses in the world. 

60. Michael S. Smith Inc. 

Although Michael S. Smith is celebrated for his ability to blend classic European style and American modernism, his approach 

centers on the people he’s designing for. For his Design Portfolio of private projects, the designer takes an individual approach to 

each, listening intently to the requirements of each individual client, understanding how rooms will be lived in and used, 

incorporating colors, texture, objects, and works of art, then crafting a holistic design that meets these goals. 

Michael thinks of each project as a story, a story he and his clients will tell together.  It’s an organic 

process that’s always unique. 

61. Miles Redd 

Miles Redd embarked on his interior design career after graduating from NYU, honing his skills with luminary antique dealer John 

Rosselli and decorator Bunny Williams. He is known for his quirky brand of cozy glamour. His unique aesthetic vision is 

characterized by playful mélanges of high and low, invigorated with whimsical splashes of color and modern gestures. 

62. Monique Gibson Interior Design 

Monique Gibson believes that decorating is not about any one style or strategy. It’s about listening to the clients and learning—

and enabling them to discover—how they want to live. The key is to ask the right questions and create an atmosphere of openness. 

The interior designer describes herself as a “passionate about people and their stories.” 

63. Muriel Brandolini 

Designer Muriel Brandolini’s modernist-tropical college essay writing service palette is a mix of Vietnam, Venezuela, and France, 

reflecting the cultures she grew buy essay helper up to while inspiring her multi-layered designs. Brandolini’s intuitive approach to 

the interior of a house after decorators on the international scene. 

64. Nate Berkus Associates 

Since Nate Berkus established his award-winning interior design firm at the age of 24, his approachable and elevated philosophy 

has transformed countless homes around the world through his design work, home collections, books, television shows and media 

appearances. 

65. NH Design 

http://markhamroberts.com/
https://www.martynlawrencebullard.com/
http://www.mcalpinehouse.com/
http://www.michaelsmithinc.com/
http://milesredd.com/
http://www.moniquegibson.com/
http://www.murielbrandolini.com/
http://www.nateberkus.com/
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Nicky Haslam Studio is one of the worlds most distinguished and prolifically published interior design firms, renowned for opulent, 

original and timeless interiors. The Haslam aesthetic has been magnetizing design cognoscenti around the world since 1972 when 

he first started practicing as an interior designer. 

Nicky Haslam’s greatest legacy is his undeniable talent and influence as Britain’s ultimate interior 

designer. 

66. Olson Kundig 

Olson Kundig is a Seattle-based design practice founded on the ideas that buildings can serve as a bridge between nature, culture, 

and people, and that inspiring surroundings have a positive effect on people’s lives. Led by five owners, the firm’s work can be 

found across the globe, with projects as wide-ranging as huts to high rises, homes to academic, cultural and civic projects, museums 

and exhibition design, places of worship, creative production, urban design and interior design. 

67. Paul Fortune Design Studio 

Based in Los Angeles, Fortune Design Studio exhibits a distinct style widely recognized by the design industry, these commercial 

and residential projects are uniquely geared toward accommodating the history and material integrity of each chosen venture. The 

studio accepts only a limited number of projects per year in order to give both the client and the individual design process the full 

attention they deserve. 

68. Perry Guillot Inc. 

Designing award-winning gardens and landscapes for the Hamptons and throughout the coastal northeast since 1991. With a body 

of work that is best described as landscapes that are planted – not built, Perry Guillot Inc.begins every project with the stated goal 

to relieve a garden from an overabundance of constructed elements. 

69. Peter Pennoyer Architects 

Peter Pennoyer Architects is an award-winning practice in traditional architecture recognized as a leader in classicism and historic 

preservation. Based in Manhattan and with an office in Miami, Florida, the firm has built a substantial and varied body of work 

across the country and abroad for residential, commercial, and institutional commissions often involving historic buildings. 

70. Pierre Yovanovitch Architecture d’Intérieur 

Extreme luxury tempered by a restrained, purist sensitivity defines the “Made in France” signature of interior designer Pierre 

Yovanovitch whose projects stand out for their refined sense of architectural scale over ostentation and fickle design trends. 

The ultimate perfectionist, Pierre Yovanovitch conceives each project as a work of art. 

71. Piet Oudolf 

Piet Oudolf is an influential Dutch garden designer, nurseryman, and author. He is a leading figure of the “New Perennial” 

movement, using bold drifts of herbaceous perennials and grasses which are chosen at least as much for their structure as for their 

flower color. 

72. Rafael de Cárdenas Ltd./Architecture at Large 

Rafael de Cárdenas / Architecture at Large is a seasoned resource for design vision and execution with wide-ranging projects in 

architecture, residential and commercial interiors, temporary spaces, furniture, and integrated objects. Working with an international 

team of collaborators including artists, fabricators, and artisans, the studio is currently developing projects in North America, Eastern 

and Western Europe, and Asia. 

http://www.nh-design.co.uk/
http://www.olsonkundig.com/
http://paulfortunedesign.com/
http://perryguillotinc.com/
http://www.ppapc.com/
http://www.pierreyovanovitch.com/
http://www.pierreyovanovitch.com/
https://oudolf.com/
http://architectureatlarge.com/
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73. Robert Couturier Inc. 

Two decades later, the New York-based Robert Couturier maintains his place at the top of his profession, continuing to execute 

grand-scale commissions in the U.S., Europe, South America, and Russia. Couturier believes above all else that décor must be 

appropriate to the architecture, to the clients, and to the setting. The last thing he sees his interiors as are stage sets – rather, they are 

spaces for living people to move through and function in. And, in fact, they work superbly. 

74. Robert Stilin 

Robert Stilin is known for effortlessly combining crisp, clean architecture with custom upholstery, antique and vintage furniture 

and modern and contemporary art to create casually elegant homes that are warm, comfortable and very livable. With over 25 years 

of experience running his own design firm, the New York and Hamptons based designer has built a solid reputation as a highly 

versatile interior designer whose classically modern work is custom tailored to the needs of each client and project. 

75. Rockwell Group 

Rockwell Group is an award-winning, 250-person interdisciplinary architecture and design firm specializing in hospitality, culture, 

healthcare, education, product, and set design. Founded in 1984 by David Rockwell and led by partners Shawn Sullivan and Greg 

Keffer, we create extraordinary experiences and built environments the world over. 

David Rockwell is inspired not only by theater and public space, but also technology and finely wrought 

craft, to create a unique narrative for every project. 

76. Roman and Williams Buildings and Interiors 

The studio places an emphasis on sturdy, well-made objects, custom designing many of the furniture and fixtures found in their 

work. Each project is instilled with a heightened sense of narrative and familiarity. New York-based design studio Roman and 

Williams Buildings and Interiors has since garnered international attention for their work on hotels, restaurants, retail spaces, 

homes, and product design. 

77. Rose Uniacke Studio Ltd. 

Rose Uniacke is an interior designer, a designer of furniture and lighting – for individual clients as well as for her showroom – and 

a dealer in both antiques and pieces by other, usually well known, designers. These three activities complement each other perfectly, 

not least because Rose believes strongly in combining the old and the new. It’s one of the defining characteristics of her style as an 

interior designer and curator of spaces. 

78. RP Miller Design 

Always driven by Rodman’s passion for great design, contemporary art, and important furniture, RP Miller Design’s projects range 

from the new construction of a Hawaiian compound to the reworking of a 19th Century London Townhouse. The firm is attentive 

to fine detail and uncompromising quality and establishes a close working relationship between the client and designer. 

79. Ryan Korban 

Drawing on inspirations ranging from Monet paintings to Helmut Newton photographs, he creates seductive, wondrous spaces that 

surpass trend to redefine traditional design for a new generation. Ryan Korban‘s portfolio includes the homes of prominent figures 

in the worlds of fashion, film, and music. 

80. S.R. Gambrel Inc. 

http://www.robertcouturier.com/
https://www.robertstilin.com/
https://www.rockwellgroup.com/
http://www.romanandwilliams.com/
http://www.romanandwilliams.com/
https://roseuniacke.com/
https://www.rpmillerdesign.com/
http://www.ryankorban.com/
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Steven Gambrel is the founder and president of S.R. Gambrel, Inc., an influential interior design firm specializing in both 

residential and commercial commissions, as well as custom product and furnishings. 

Having founded S.R. Gambrel, Inc. in 1996, only three years after earning a degree in architecture from the 

University of Virginia, Steven 

81. Sawyer | Berson 

Sawyer | Berson is an interdisciplinary firm practicing architecture, landscape architecture and interior design based in New York 

City. The firm’s work includes private houses and gardens, apartments, townhouses and urban roof terraces as well as commercial 

and institutional projects throughout the United States. 

82. Selldorf Architects 

Selldorf Architects is an architectural design practice that was founded by Annabelle Selldorf. The firm creates public and private 

spaces that manifest a clear and modern sensibility to enduring impact. By giving form to the needs and desires of clients and 

communities alike, the architectural solutions that emerge are equal parts purpose and poetry. 

83. Shelton, Mindel & Associates 

The Shelton, Mindel & Associates continues the legacy of the firm founded by Peter L. Shelton & Lee F. Mindel in 1978 as Shelton 

Mindel & Associates.  The firm continues to provide complete architectural, interiors and product design services for corporate, 

cultural, academic, retail, recreational, hospitality and residential clients. 

84. Snøhetta 

Snøhetta (Norwegian pronunciation: [ˈsnøːˌhɛtɑ]) began as a collaborative architectural and landscape workshop and has remained 

true to its trans-disciplinary way of thinking since its inception. The studio’s work strives to enhance our sense of place, identity 

and relationship to others and the physical spaces we inhabit, whether feral or human-made. 

85. Stephen Shadley Designs 

With clients such as Diane Keaton, Woody Allen, and Jennifer Aniston, it’s no wonder Stephen Shadley finds creative sustenance 

in classic motion pictures. His interiors, however, present an effortless tranquillity, a characteristic that he attributes to each project’s 

“limited and consistent palette of materials, used in varied ways.” 

From towering over the Lincoln Center in Manhattan to nestled beside the Santa Rita Mountains in the 

sprawling Sonoran desert, the homes that he designs capture an array of landscapes and personal tastes. 

86. Stephen Sills Associates 

Stephen Sills is a celebrated interior designer specializing in transforming interiors into timeless and unique environments for 

modern living. He approaches every project with sensitivity to architecture, function, and history of the space, enriching the vision 

of the client. 

87. Steven Harris Architects 

Established in 1985 and based in Tribeca, Steven Harris Architects is an award-winning design firm with extensive and varied 

experience in both public and private commissions. Each design emerges from a process of constant refinement and dialogue with 

clients, from initial inquiry to well beyond occupancy. 

http://srgambrel.com/
https://www.sawyerberson.com/
http://www.selldorf.com/
http://www.sheltonmindel.com/
https://snohetta.com/
http://www.stephenshadley.com/
https://www.stephensills.com/
http://www.stevenharrisarchitects.com/
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88. Steven Holl Architects 

Steven Holl Architects is a 40-person innovative architecture and urban design office working globally as one office from two 

locations; New York City and Beijing. With each project, the firm explores new ways to integrate an organizing idea with the 

programmatic and functional essence of a building. 

89. Steven Volpe Design 

Over 20 years of successful projects in San Francisco, Paris, New York, and beyond have given Steven Volpe Design experience 

with a wide range of clients and the knowledge that craftsmanship and details are paramount. 

90. Studio Gang 

Founded by  Jeanne Gang, Studio Gang is an architecture and urban design practice with offices in Chicago and New York. The 

studio works as a collective of 100 architects, designers, and planners. 

Jeanne Gang uses design as a medium to connect people socially, experientially, and intellectually. 

91. Studio KO 

Karl Fournier and Olivier Marty, the duo behind the architectural firm Studio KO, are rarely in one place for very long. They have 

offices in Paris, Marrakech, and London, and projects in destinations as far-flung as Gabon, Los Angeles, and Corsica. 

92. Studio Peregalli 

Reviving the glories of the past is something architect Laura Sartori Rimini and interior designer Roberto Peregalli do exceptionally 

well. Whether the assignment is a mansion in London or a riad in Tangier, the partners behind the Milan firm Studio Peregalli often 

start with a rare architectural element, usually discovered at an antiques fair or market, that helps to conjure the essence of long ago. 

93. Studio Shamshiri 

Founded in 2016 by siblings Pamela and Ramin Shamshiri, the Studio Shamshiri counts with a staff of thirty architects, interior 

designers, and graphic designers, the studio takes a holistic and interdisciplinary approach to design that is experience driven and 

draws from many eras to produce timeless results. 

94. Studio Sofield Inc. 

Studio Sofield is an integrative New York-based design firm dedicated to multiple disciplines, creative relationships with clients 

and productive collaborations with artisans and artists. Sofield’s work is characterized by a holistic approach to design that 

encompasses the requirements of living and a response to locale. 

95. Studioilse 

As founder of Studioilse, together with her multi-disciplinary, London-based team, Ilse Crawford brings her philosophy to life. This 

means creating environments where humans feel comfortable; public spaces that make people feel at home and homes that are 

habitable and make sense for the people who live in them. 

As founder of the department of Man and Wellbeing at the Design Academy Eindhoven, Ilse Crawford’s 

mission extends to nurturing a new generation of students to always question why and how their work 

improves the reality of life. 

http://www.stevenholl.com/
http://www.stevenvolpe.com/
http://studiogang.com/
http://www.studioko.fr/
http://www.studioperegalli.com/
http://studioshamshiri.com/
http://www.studiosofield.com/
http://www.studioilse.com/
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96. Suzanne Kasler Interiors 

Suzanne Kasler is renowned for designing welcoming surroundings replete with charm and grace. European sensibility and a 

masterful use of architectural elements are the hallmarks of her iconic aesthetic. 

97. Veere Grenney Associates 

Veere Grenney Associates is a London based Interior Design Company. The team often comprises of both designers and architects. 

We work very closely with clients and our focus is to create a space filled with elegance, simplicity, style and above all comfort. 

98. Victoria Hagan Interiors 

Based in New York City, Victoria Hagan Interiors works on luxury residences throughout the country, providing a full range of 

interior design and renovation services, all bearing her signature classic American style. 

99. Vincent Van Duysen Architects 

An almost monastic purity characterizes Vincent Van Duysen’s quietly beautiful commissions. Spare in their contents, his spaces 

achieve a richness with exquisite details like velvety plaster finishes, parched wood textures, and misty hues. 

100. Waldo‘s Designs 

For over 35 years, Cuban born Waldo Fernandez has managed all elements of his own interior design practice, working on various 

projects all over the world. Waldo’s Designs projects include many high-end private residences, restaurants, hotels on both coasts, 

numerous Hawaiian estates, riding stables, executive offices, yachts and private planes. 

Waldo’s work is a combination of a wide range of styles which often incorporates the aesthetics of both 

location and architecture. 

http://suzannekasler.com/
http://www.veeregrenney.com/
http://www.victoriahagan.com/
https://vincentvanduysen.com/
http://waldosdesigns.com/

